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ABSTRACT
Kim and Chan have completed a three-dimensional numerical simulation of the interaction between

turbulent convection and radiation in and above the highly superadiabatic layer (SAL) in the Sun. They
have shown that the dynamics of the domain dictates a SAL structure di†erent from that of a traditional
hydrostatic solar model. The top boundary of the convection zone is moved outward by about 0.3 pres-
sure scale height, and in addition, convective overshoot extends into the radiative atmosphere layers by
0.45 pressure scale height. Using our one-dimensional stellar evolution code, we have studied the sensi-
tivity of the calculated p-mode frequencies to a modiÐcation of the SAL structure similar to that predict-
ed by Kim and Chan. We Ðnd that it is possible to remove in this way the main discrepancy between
observed and calculated p-mode frequencies. This experiment is a promising Ðrst step in the use of physi-
cally realistic three-dimensional radiative-hydrodynamic numerical simulations to derive reliable surface
boundary conditions for one-dimensional stellar models.
Subject heading : convection È Sun: interior È Sun: oscillations

1. INTRODUCTION

In the outer part of the solar envelope, there is a thin
transition layer between the nearly adiabatic deep regions
of the convection zone and the mostly radiative atmo-
sphere. This transition layer is convectively unstable
according to the Schwarzschild criterion. But because the
density in this thin layer is very low, the efficiency of convec-
tive transport is also low. And as a consequence the layer is
characterized by a temperature gradient that signiÐcantly
exceeds the adiabatic temperature gradient. The structure of
this highly superadiabatic layer (SAL) depends on the
detailed interplay between the radiative and convective
transports, and it is poorly understood.

The depth of the convective envelope and hence the
radius of the Sun is determined by the speciÐc entropy S in
the convection zone (Schwarzschild 1958 ; Larson 1974).
Except for the SAL, most of the convection zone is adia-
batically stratiÐed ; hence the speciÐc entropy of the convec-
tion zone is determined predominately by the SAL. The
structure of the SAL in turn depends on the opacities, equa-
tion of state, surface boundary conditions, and the model of
convective energy transport. The model of convection used
in nearly all stellar evolutionary calculations is based on the
mixing-length approximation (MLA; 1958).Bo� hm-Vitense
In the MLA the convective energy is assumed to be carried
by an element of Ñuid of Ðxed size that rises a speciÐc dis-
tance (the mixing length) and then is instantly absorbed by
its surroundings through radiative di†usion. In stellar struc-
ture calculations the mixing-length distance is assumed to
be proportional to the pressure scale height ; the constant of
proportionality, a, is an adjustable parameter of the MLA.

1 Work started at Center for Solar and Space Research, Department of
Astronomy, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520-8101.

In solar models, a is adjusted to produce a model with the
correct radius. Regardless of this Ðne tuning, because the
MLA is a crude approximation of the actual physics of
convection, the predicted run of stellar structure variables
in the convection zone and especially in the SAL, where the
assumptions of the MLA break down, are unlikely to be
correct (Guenther et al. 1992).

Helioseismology provides an opportunity to probe
directly and sensitively the solar interior. The discrepancy
between the computed and the observed frequencies of
p-modes can be used to determine which parts of the solar
model need further reÐnement. Indeed, the frequency
dependence of the discrepancy reveals that there is a
problem with the model and that the problem lies very near
the surface. SpeciÐcally, solar models constructed with the
MLA do not accurately represent the structure of the
photospheric and subphotospheric layers near the SAL
(Guenther 1994).

The need to develop a better model of convection for
stellar evolutionary calculations goes beyond trying to
match solar models with p-mode oscillations. We are moti-
vated to understand better the atmospheric and SAL struc-
ture in order to gain the ability to calculate radii of cool
stars from Ðrst principles and without the uncertainties
associated with the MLA. In addition, understanding the
energetics of the SAL will lead to a better description of
convective overshoot into the atmosphere above the con-
vection zone and possibly of overshoot or penetration into
the radiatively stable interior below (Zahn 1991). The SAL
has also been suggested as the site of the driving of the
p-mode oscillations in stars (Kumar & Goldreich 1989 ;
Goldreich, Murray, & Kumar 1994 ; Goode et al. 1998).

Recently, Kim & Chan (1998) have completed a three-
dimensional radiative hydrodynamic simulation of the
complete extent of the SAL including the solar atmosphere.
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Our eventual research goal is the implementation of a three-
dimensional numerical simulation like the Kim-Chan simu-
lation into our stellar evolution code to serve as surface
boundary condition of a model of the solar interior. That
work is now in progress.

The purpose of this paper is to explore in a preliminary
way the sensitivity of the p-mode frequencies to the kind of
temperature gradient proÐle predicted in the atmosphere
and near the SAL by the more realistic Kim & Chan (1998)
simulation. In ° 2 we summarize recent relevant research on
the structure of the SAL in the Sun ; ° 3 describes the main
results of the Kim-Chan paper, i.e., the outward shift of the
convective boundary and the e†ect of the hydrodynamics
on the structure of the outer radiative layers. The Kim-
Chan work shows that the main issue is not the detailed
treatment of convection in the deep layers, but rather how
hydrodynamic motions a†ect the temperature stratiÐcation
in the deep atmosphere and how this in turn a†ects the top
of the convective envelope boundary. Our calibrated solar
models are described in ° 4. They show that the Ðndings of
Kim & Chan (1998) change the p-mode frequencies of cali-
brated solar models in the direction of improving agree-
ment with observation. Finally, we summarize our results
in ° 5.

2. SOME RECENT STUDIES

One way to improve the solar model and its description
of the SAL is to introduce a theoretical model of turbulent
convection into the construction of the one-dimensional
stellar model that is physically more realistic than the MLA.
Several approaches, either semianalytical or based on
numerical simulations of convection, have been discussed
recently in the context of solar modeling :

1. Canuto (1990, 1996) has proposed a semianalytical
approach to this problem. Applications to stellar models
have been discussed by Canuto & Mazzitelli (1991, 1992)
and Canuto, Goldman, & Mazzitelli (1996). The main idea
is to include a full turbulent spectrum in the model of con-
vection. The parameters of the Canuto-Mazzitelli (C&M)
approach are derived from laboratory experiments of
incompressible convection extrapolated to stellar condi-
tions. In their approach, radiative transport is decoupled
from convective transport and is treated as a di†usive
process, as in the MLA.

The C&M approach still requires a characteristic
““ mixing ÏÏ scale. One can adopt a traditional mixing length
that is proportional to the pressure scale height or, asH

pCanuto and Mazzitelli prescribe, a length scale that at each
point is set equal to the distance to the surface convection
boundary z. In both cases, a scaling factor a is required to
produce solar models with the correct radius. Stothers &
Chin (1995) have derived a convenient formulation of the
C&M theory, which is suitable for stellar structure calcu-
lations. When applied to the Sun, the Stothers-Chin formu-
lation leads to a narrower superadiabatic peak than in the
standard mixing-length case. This corresponds to a rela-
tively lower convective efficiency just below the radiative/
convective boundary, since lower convective efficiency
requires steeper temperature gradients to carry the same
energy Ñux.

In Figure 1 we show the superadiabaticity (+[ +ad),where + is the temperature gradient and is the adiabatic+adtemperature gradient, near the surface for several solar
models. The two models constructed using the C&M

FIG. 1.ÈStructure of the highly superadiabatic layer in a reference stan-
dard MLA solar model (continuous line), in two C&M models, and in the
three perturbed-i models described in the text.

approach, one assuming that the mixing length is pro-
portional to the pressure scale height and the other
assuming that the mixing length is proportional to the
depth, have the highest peaks. The superadiabaticity pre-
dicted by the C&M approach clearly di†ers from that pre-
dicted by the solar model, which is based on the
conventional MLA.

Looking at the plot of the p-mode frequency di†erences
(model minus observation) shown in Figure 2, one could
argue that some of the C&M models improve the agree-
ment between the calculated p-mode frequencies and the
p-mode frequencies observed on the Sun (Paterno et al.
1993). The solar models in Figure 2 were all calculated using
the Yale Stellar Evolution Code (Guenther et al. 1992). The
models include the latest physical treatments of equation of
state, opacities, and nuclear energy generation. They also
include gravitational settling of helium and heavy elements
(see Guenther & Demarque 1997 for a detailed description
of the model physics). The theoretical p-modes were all cal-
culated using GuentherÏs nonadiabatic stellar pulsation
code (Guenther 1994). The observational data are from the
Global Oscillation Network Group instrument (Harvey et
al. 1996). Except for the model identiÐed as ““ solar model
(adiabatic), ÏÏ all the theoretical p-mode frequencies include
nonadiabatic corrections due to radiation (in the Eddington
approximation). Note that it was necessary to scale the
depth dependent mixing length in the C&M models by a
factor of 1.27 or to use a mixing length of in order to1.06H

pobtain a model with the observed solar radius.
2. Chan & SoÐa (1989) have performed a three-

dimensional numerical simulation of deep convection (i.e.,
in the regime where the superadiabatic excess in the tem-
perature gradient is very small). They showed that in the
deep regime the MLA is valid. They derived expressions for
key physical parameters that, in principle, can be conve-
niently applied to stellar models, such as the convective
energy Ñux.

The Chan-SoÐa formula for the convective Ñux was
incorporated into the Yale stellar evolution code by Lydon
(1993) and Lydon, Fox, & SoÐa (1992). The di†usion
approximation was used to treat radiative transfer, and the
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FIG. 2.ÈP-mode frequency di†erence diagrams, model minus observation, for several solar models. Common l-valued p-modes are connected with a line.
Plotted are the l\ 0, 4, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 100 p-modes. Note the improvement in the calculated frequencies of the perturbed-i model labeled
““ 2i at T \ 6310 K ÏÏ in comparison with frequencies of the standard solar model shown in the top left-hand panel. See text for a discussion of the other
models.

radiative atmosphere was treated by Lydon et al. (1992) as
in standard MLA Yale models (e.g., Guenther et al. 1992).
They found an improvement over the mixing-length formal-
ism in the description of the velocity Ðeld below the SAL.
They also found the peak of the SAL is not as high as in the
C&M model and is located at a greater depth below the
surface. Their models yielded a larger discrepancy with the
observed solar p-mode frequencies than in the equivalent
MLA models. Part of the discrepancy was due to the fact
that these models did not match the solar radius very preci-
sely. But as pointed out by Lydon (1993) himself, extrapo-
lating the convective Ñux approximation into the SAL,
where the temperature gradient greatly exceeds the adia-
batic gradient, is probably invalid.

3. In order to alleviate these difficulties, Kim (1993) and
Kim et al. (1995, 1996) conducted a three-dimensional
numerical simulation whose domain includes more shallow
layers of the Sun and that treats the coupling of radiation
and convection in the simulation itself. This simulation

includes realistic physics for the equation of state and radi-
ative opacities, taken from the Yale Stellar Evolution Code.
The Kim et al. (1995, 1996) simulation conÐrms the result of
Chan & SoÐa (1989) that in the deep adiabatic layers, the
energy transport efficiency and temperature gradients are as
predicted by the MLA. But it departs markedly from the
MLA prediction in the shallow regions and the SAL, where
partial ionization takes place and the importance of the
radiative Ñux grows more rapidly than predicted by the
MLA. This last conclusion was also reached by Canuto
(1990, 1996).

A simple parameterization of the Kim et al. (1996) models
was used by Demarque, Guenther, & Kim (1997 ; hereafter
Paper I) in precisely calibrated solar models. These models
exhibit, like the C&M models, a higher SAL peak
maximum than the MLA models (see Fig. 1 of Paper I ; see
also Fig. 1 of Demarque, Guenther, & Kim 1996). The
p-mode frequencies of the models were found to agree more
closely with the observed solar p-mode frequencies than the
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MLA model frequencies. The Kim et al. (1995, 1996) simula-
tion treats radiative transfer in the di†usion approximation
(optically thick medium) and as a consequence cannot be
used in the solar atmosphere. Thus the top boundary of the
simulation was set below the SAL peak.

Although encouraging, these results must be interpreted
with some caution for the following reasons :

1. All the above models include an oversimpliÐed
description of the atmospheric layers of the Sun. The outer
atmospheres are assumed to be radiative until, moving
inward, convection sets in according to the Schwarzschild
criterion. In particular, there is no provision for convective
overshoot (from the top of the convection zone into the base
of the atmosphere), which is known to take place and could
modify the structure and a†ect the p-mode frequencies.

2. Even though some of the models described above yield
calculated p-mode frequencies in better agreement with
observation than standard MLA models, one must empha-
size that this does not prove the physics of the models is
more correct. Similar structural modiÐcations can be
obtained from a variety of alterations to the model physics.
Because of the nonlinearity of the problem and the rela-
tively low sensitivity to the outermost layers, there is no
unique model that improves the p-mode frequencies using
the low- and intermediate-l values that are now available
(see the discussion by Guenther, Kim, & Demarque 1996
and Figs. 2 and 3 in Demarque et al. 1996). But note that
each model predicts a markedly di†erent structure for the
atmospheric layers, and it is expected that future obser-
vations of high-l modes, which are mostly sensitive to the
superÐcial layers, will provide the needed discriminant
between models.

Guenther (1991, 1994) has explored the importance of the
treatment of radiative transfer in the surface layers. It is also
in this region that nonadiabatic e†ects are the most signiÐ-
cant. The nonadiabatic pulsation code of Guenther (1994)
used in this study evaluates the radiative gains and losses
using the Eddington approximation, which is a deÐnite
improvement compared to the di†usion approximation.
The di†usion approximation, although useful in the deep
layers, is invalid in the optically thin regions.

3. ROLE OF CONVECTION AND CONVECTIVE OVERSHOOT

IN THE ATMOSPHERE

As mentioned above, the meaning of the improved agree-
ment in the p-mode frequencies based on the models of ° 2
can be questioned. To respond to these doubts requires a
more realistic treatment of the outer layers, including a
description of convective overshoot from a radiative-
hydrodynamic treatment of the solar atmosphere. One
approach, used in the context of inversions of the solar
p-mode frequencies, has been to introduce turbulent pres-
sure as a free parameter in the hydrostatic equilibrium
equations (Balmforth 1992a, 1992b, 1992c ; Rosenthal 1997 ;
Antia & Basu 1997). The justiÐcation is that the dynamical
nature of convective motions is responsible for a turbulent
pressure which must now be added to the gas andPturb,radiation pressures, so that the local total pressure is the
sum of the gas plus radiation plus turbulent pressures. A
simple estimate of the ratio of turbulent to gas pressure in
the SAL shows that this ratio could reach values as high as
0.5 in the subsonic case, depending on the turbulent velocity

Ðeld (Cox & Giuli 1968). Thus can be used as anvturb Pturbadjustable parameter in inversions of the observed p-mode
oscillation frequencies. Similarly, macroturbulence has tra-
ditionally been incorporated in model atmospheres to
account for the observed broadening of absorption lines
(Mihalas 1978). Since turbulent convection is a three-
dimensional phenomenon and solar models are one-
dimensional, is a convenient parameter to use. It isPturbpossible to produce a model that matches the observed
p-mode frequencies more closely by adjusting HerePturb.plays a role similar to the mixing-length parameterPturbused in the MLA to match the observed solar radius. But in
fact the local value of is not a free parameter, and itPturbshould in principle be derived from the local physics in a
realistic convection simulation.

Schlattl, Weiss, & Ludwig (1997) have successfully
incorporated the results of a two-dimensional simulation of
radiative hydrodynamics by Freytag, Ludwig, & Ste†an
(1996) in a solar model. The Freytag et al. (1996) simulation
shows that the atmospheric structure is sensitive to hydro-
dynamic e†ects. Unfortunately, it does not include the full
extent of the solar SAL. Schlattl et al. (1997) have approx-
imated the structure of the deeper layers in their solar
models and found an improvement on the calculated
p-mode frequencies.

More recently, Kim & Chan (1998) have completed a
three-dimensional radiative hydrodynamic simulation of
the complete extent of the SAL including the solar atmo-
sphere (about 2 pressure scale heights above and 2.5 pres-
sure scale heights below the SAL). The numerical approach
was described by Kim & Chan (1997). A similar domain was
simulated by Nordlund and his collaborators (Nordlund &
Dravins 1990 ; Nordlund & Stein 1997 ; see also the review
by Chan et al. 1991) using di†erent numerical methods for
the convective and radiative components. More recently,
Abbett et al. (1997) have also discussed the same transition
layer. The simulation of Kim & Chan (1998) is fully com-
pressible and uses realistic microscopic physics. The radi-
ation has been treated utilizing the three-dimensional
Eddington approximation, which is valid in the optically
thin regions near the surface. We alert the reader that the
solar model from which the three-dimensional simulation
was initiated was generated in 1994, and as a result di†ers
from our current solar models in two signiÐcant ways : (1)
the solar model does not include the e†ects of gravitational
settling of helium or heavier elements, and (2) the solar
model does not use the latest OPAL (Opacities Livermore)
equation of state tables.

In this paper, we use the term overshoot in the sense
proposed by Zahn (1991) : i.e., to describe layers beyond the
formal convective boundary in which motions take place, in
some cases leading to composition mixing, but where the
mean temperature gradient is subadiabatic, in contrast with
convective penetration in which superadiabatic convective
cells travel into the radiative layers. From the point of view
of this paper, the Kim & Chan (1998) paper contains two
signiÐcant new results :

1. The three-dimensional numerical simulation exhibits
convective instability in layers which were radiative in the
hydrostatic used as initial model. This outward shift of the
convective boundary can be seen in Figure 3a. The point
where drops below zero for the three-dimensional+[ +adsimulation, which according to the Schwarzschild criterion
marks the transition from convective to radiative stability,
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is shifted outward by about compared to the initial0.3H
pmodel. Furthermore, the superadiabatic peak is shifted

outward by fattened, and diminished in height.B0.15H
p
,

This is exactly the opposite of the e†ect predicted by
Canuto & Mazzitelli (1992 ; Fig. 1) and by our earlier simu-
lations extrapolated into the SAL (Paper I).

2. In addition, the three-dimensional numerical simula-
tion exhibits convective overshooting by about into0.45H

pthe radiative layers of the atmosphere. Note that in the
region of overshoot, the mean temperature gradient is sub-
adiabatic and that it cannot therefore be obviously distin-
guished in Figure 3a from the mean temperature gradient in
the more superÐcial radiative layers. However, turbulent
pressure plays a role in the structure of the overshoot
region, a†ecting the mean stratiÐcation of the atmosphere
and modifying the position of the onset of convection.

The next logical step would be to incorporate the Kim &
Chan (1998) simulation into a model of the Sun. The
p-mode frequencies calculated from the resulting improved
solar model would provide an excellent test of the validity
of numerical simulations of convection and of their ability
to calculate the run of the temperature gradient sufficiently
well to reproduce the solar radius. This challenging task is
now in progress.

Before this is achieved, we explore here in a preliminary
way the sensitivity of the p-mode frequencies to the kind of
temperature gradient proÐle predicted in the atmosphere
and near the SAL by the more realistic Kim & Chan (1998)

FIG. 3.È(a) SAL structure as a function of log-pressure (lower scale)
and pressure scale height (upper scale) for the initial solar model used inH

pthe Kim & Chan (1998) simulation. Note that the initial solar model shown
in this Ðgure is of older generation and is slightly di†erent from the refer-
ence solar model plotted in the Ðgure below. (b) Same as above for the
reference solar model and for the three perturbed-i models.

simulation. Within the context of a one-dimensional solar
model, the presence of turbulence in the radiative layers at
the top of the convection zone steepens the temperature
gradient and e†ectively moves the boundary of convective
instability at the surface outward. Introducing an artiÐcial
bump in the opacity in the vicinity of the convective bound-
ary can simulate this e†ect on the temperature gradient
(Guenther et al. 1996) in the one-dimensional model. Such
models are illustrated in Figure 1. A similar approach has
previously been adopted by Guzik & Cox (1995), who were
able to match the observed solar p-mode frequencies very
faithfully.

4. CALIBRATED SOLAR MODELS

For the purpose of comparison, a modern reference stan-
dard solar model was constructed with the Yale Stellar
Evolution Code. The OPAL opacities tables (Iglesias &
Rogers 1996) were used together with the low-temperature
opacities from Kurucz (1991). The equation of state was
taken from Rogers, Swenson, & Iglesias (1996). When out of
the table, the Yale standard implementation with the

correction was used (Guenther et al. 1992).Debye-Hu� ckel
Helium and heavy element di†usion processes were
included in the models. In this case, gravitational settling is
the dominant di†usion process, and selective radiation pro-
cesses can safely be ignored. Heavy element di†usion was
implemented by assuming that all heavy elements di†use
with the same velocity as fully ionized iron (Guenther &
Demarque 1997). Note that all models are evolved from the
zero-age main sequence to the current solar age. The
mixing-length ratio and the helium content Y have been
adjusted in the usual way so as to match the solar lumi-
nosity, radius, and the observed solar ratio of heavy element
to hydrogen abundances Z/X \ 0.0245 (Grevesse & Noels
1993 ; Grevesse, Noels, & Sauval 1996).

In order to mimic the SAL structure of the Kim & Chan
(1998) simulation, shown in Figure 3a (namely, to shift the
top of the convection zone to a shallower layer), we have
increased the surface opacity in the way described by
Guenther et al. (1996). We refer to these models as
perturbed-i solar models. The amount, location, and extent
of the perturbation were systematically varied to study the
e†ect on solar p-mode. We note that this procedure is equiv-
alent to introducing an ad hoc turbulent pressure term in
the region where the opacity is enhanced (Demarque,
Guenther, & Kim 1998).

Three perturbed-i models are displayed in Figure 3b,
where superadiabaticity is plotted versus P. All threelog10models are constructed with the atmospheric opacity con-
volved with a bell-shaped weight function curve in the log10T domain. The width of the bell curve is ^0.5 in T ,log10the maximum multiplication factor, and the locations are 2
at T \ 3.77, 3.5 at T \ 3.75, and 2 atlog10 log10 log10T \ 3.80.

Figure 3b illustrates the corresponding shifts in the top
convective boundary in the perturbed-i models. Expressed
in terms of the pressure scale height these shifts areH

p
,

approximately and as compared to0.9H
p
, 0.5H

p
, 0.33H

p
,

the standard solar model. The shift of in the third0.33H
pperturbed-i model (a maximum multiplication factor of 2 at

T \ 3.80) is close to that of the Kim & Chan (1998)log10simulation.
Figure 2 illustrates the sensitivity of the frequency di†er-

ence diagram slope to the position of the onset of convec-
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tion. As the convective boundary is moved out into the
atmosphere (while the radii of the models remain tuned to
the observed solar radius to one part in 106), the discrep-
ancy between calculated and observed p-mode frequencies
decreases when compared to the reference solar model and
then increases with the opposite slope. We see in Figure 2
that the opacity tweak that shifts the superadiabatic peak
by (at T \ 6310 K) produces p-modes in very close0.33H

pagreement with observation. On the other hand, when the
same opacity tweak is applied at T \ 3.77 (i.e.,log10T \ 5890 K), the frequency di†erences increase in magni-
tude at the high-frequency end and change sign. Thus,
although our models provide only an approximate repre-
sentation of the mean temperature gradient in the Kim &
Chan (1998) simulation, they conÐrm the importance of
convection and overshoot in the deep atmospheric layers.

5. SUMMARY

The low- and intermediate-l p-modes do make it clear
that the structure near the surface of the MLA-based solar
model is not completely accurate. A recent three-
dimensional radiative hydrodynamic numerical simulation
by Kim & Chan (1998), whose domain covers the complete
extent of the SAL, including the solar atmosphere (about 2
pressure scale heights above and 2.5 pressure scale heights
below the SAL), indicates that the top boundary of the
convection zone should be moved outward by about 0.3
pressure scale height. It is curious that the sharply peaked
C&M-based solar model and the broader peaked Kim-
ChanÈbased models can both have a positive e†ect on the
p-mode spectrum. For the low- and intermediate-l p-modes
examined, the radial wavelengths of the p-modes cannot
resolve the structural di†erences that exist between these
models in the thin SAL. Higher order p-modes will be
required to resolve the di†erences. Because the physics of
the numerical three-dimensional convection based models

is more realistic and complete, we favor at this time the
results of these simulations over models based on the MLA
and the C&M formulation.

We have studied the sensitivity of the p-mode frequencies
to a shallower location of the top boundary of convection,
as predicted by the numerical simulations. We conclude
that the top of the convection zone is located too deeply in
our standard solar model.

The next objective in this research will be to incorporate
the structure of the outer layers of the Sun derived from a
physically realistic three-dimensional simulation, such as
the Kim & Chan (1998) simulation, into a solar interior
model in a way that is consistent with the interior physics of
the Sun and that strictly satisÐes all the constraints of a
precisely calibrated standard solar model. The tests we have
carried out suggest that such a model would bring the cal-
culated p-modes to within a few kHz of the observed p-
modes. It must be emphasized here that, because of the
many simplifying assumptions in the best available models
(in particular the neglect of atmospheric inhomogeneities
and motions), more precise agreement with all observed
p-mode frequencies should not be expected. But it seems
that it is now within the reach of present numerical simula-
tions of radiative hydrodynamics to provide surface bound-
ary conditions that will yield the correct solar radius
without any recourse to the adjustable parameter a, a long-
awaited advance in the theory of stellar evolution.

This work was supported in part by NASA grant NAG5-
2795 (P. D. and Y. C. K.), an operating grant (to D. B. G.)
from the National Science and Engineering Research
Council of Canada, and by the Creative Research Initiative
Program of the Korean Ministry of Science and Tech-
nology (Y. C. K.). We are indebted to an anonymous referee
whose constructive critical comments greatly improved this
paper.
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